
Deerma 
Electric Hot Water Cup

Light and portable, allowing you to drink warm water at any time.
Smart screen that displays the water temperature.

Food grade stainless steel liner.



Product Parameters

1) Vent silica gel 2) Lid 3) Inner container
4) Shell 5) Sensor 6) Heating chassis 7) Operation panel
8) Socket seal strip 9) Power socket 10) Power cord

Circuit diagram



Declaration of conformity with national standards for food contact parts

This product is suitable for food contact, and please use this product normally 
according to the instructions.
The materials and components for food contact of this product meet the 
requirements of GB4806.1-2016 and the corresponding national food safety 
standards. The specific information is as follows:

Part name Material Standard Conformity?

Liner 304 stainless steel GB4806.9-2016 ✓

Sensor 304 stainless steel GB4806.9-2016 ✓

Spring 304 stainless steel GB4806.9-2016 ✓

Cup lid PP GB4806.5-2016 ✓

Silicone rubber cap Silicone rubber
(E-5150A)

GB4806.11-2016 ✓

Note 1: The product should not be used to store food for a long time.
Note 2: This series of products contain the above food contact materials. Some models may not 
contain individual materials. Please refer to the actual products.

Cleaning and Maintenance
1. Before cleaning and maintenance, be sure to turn off the power supply and 
disconnect the plug.
2. Don't immerse the product in water or other liquids for cleaning. A soft wet 
cloth is preferred. Don't use abrasive (scouring pad with metal wire) or hard 
(steel wool) cleaning products.
3. After cleaning, please wipe dry or dry this product and cover the cup lid.



Product Parameters
Product name: Portable Heating Water Cup
Product model: DEM-DR035S
Rated voltage: 220V~          Rated power: 300W
Rated frequency: 50Hz        Rated capacity: 350mL
Dimensions: 7⌀ 6*222mm
Packing list: cup, power cord, instruction manual and certificate

Product Features
1. Fashionable, simple and elegant appearance;
2. Food grade stainless steel for inner container, which is convenient to clean 
to easy to use;
3. Built-in sensor to accurately control the temperature;
4. Multi-purpose, for boiling hot water, adjusting the temperature and is 
convenient to carry;

Warning
1. To be on the safe side, after water is boiling, be sure to press the vent valve 
of the cup lid first to discharge steam, and then unscrew the lid.
2. Do not immerse this product in water or other liquids. Before cleaning, 
cover the silicone lid of the power interface to prevent water seepage.
3. Don't use the product in flammable or explosive environment;
4. The product cannot be used alone by children, the disabled, mental patients 
or inexperienced people to avoid burns, electric shock an other injuries;
5. Before use, please make sure that the power supply voltage is consistent 
with the rated voltage indicated on the product nameplate;
6. If the power cord is damaged, it must be replaced with a special cord or 
a special component purchased from the manufacturer or maintenance 
department.
7. Do not modify, disassemble or repair the machine by yourself. Otherwise, it 
may cause fire, electric shock or injury.
8. Please use the supporting power cord.



Product Use Instructions

1) Open the cup lid
Before use, please open the cup lid, and place the cup body on a flat
table.

2) Add a proper amount of water
Put a proper amount of water into the cup. Please do not
exceed the maximum scale.

3) Connect the plug
Cover the cup lid and tighten it. Connect the plug in place. The
socket should be with rated voltage 220V ~ 10A. Please do not
use the product together with other electrical appliances.

4) Select function
a. Boiling water: Connect the plug and press the boiling water
button once. After the screen lights up, press the boiling water
button again.
After flashing for 5 seconds, it starts to boil water (100%). Only
the water boiling button will light up in the water boiling mode.

b. Temperature adjustment: Connect the plug and pres the
temperature adjustment button once. After the screen lights up,
press the temperature adjustment button again to adjust the
temperature (40-90 degrees). After flashing for 5 seconds, it
starts to adjust the temperature. Pressing the temperature
adjustment button at this moment may cancel the temperature adjustment. 
Only the temperature adjustment button will light up in the temperature 
adjustment mode.

Once the water boils, “==” will be indicated, and then the current temperature 
will be indicated. In the standby state, press the “Temperature Adjustment” 
button, and the temperature can be adjusted cyclically at 40->45->50->55-
>60->65->70->80->90. The water boiling button will not light after the 
“temperature adjustment” function.



5) Program completed
After the water boiling program is finished, the machine returns to standby 
state. The temperature control program heat the water to the set temperature
and keep it for 8 hours. If these is no other operation at the end of the 
program, the machine will return to standby state.

To be on the safe side, be sure to press the vent valve of the cup lid to
discharge steam after boiling water, and then unscrew the lid.

Fault code:
E1: sensor open circuit
E2: sensor short circuit
E3: sensor high temperature code

When E3 is displayed, disconnect the plug, add normal temperature water to 
the maximum scale, wait for 2 minutes for the thermostat to reset, and power 
on again.



Precautions
• Please read this manual for instructions and keep it properly for future reference;
• Please abide by the following tips. Ignoring the tips or misoperation may cause major
accidents or injuries. The instructions are as follows.

1. Please do not fill too much water, because the boiling water may spill out. 
The highest possible level is marked on the cup.
2. Please do not let the product burn dry. If the product overheats due to lack 
of water, the thermostat will automatically stop the heating protection. To 
ensure safety, please disconnect the plug and wait for the product to cool 
before continuing to use it.
3. This product is not suitable for places where corrosive gas, powder, 
conductive dust, steam or flammable gas exists. The product is only suitable 
for domestic use.
4. Please disconnect the plug before cleaning the product or when not in use.
5. It is a normal phenomenon that the product has peculiar smell when it is 
used for the first time, and the smell will gradually be eliminated after two or 
three uses.
6. Do not immerse this product in water or other liquids. This product cannot 
be immersed in water for cleaning.
7. If the plug gets water, wipe it dry before inserting it into the socket to avoid
danger.
8. Warning: Do not move the cup when the water boils.
9. Please note that if the cup is too full, boiling water may spray out.
10. The apparatus should not be immersed in water or other liquids.
11. Do not use this product for ant purposes beyond its functional scope.
12. Do not let children operate this product. Please keep it out of children's 
reach.
13. In case of fault of this product, please stop using it and contact after-sales 
professionals to receive help.


